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A recent study compares developmental gene expression among very distantly related animal species and
interprets the results as providing biological justification for phyla. Several problems in the design and
interpretation of the study call this conclusion into question.
The seeds of modern efforts to

understand biodiversity were sewn by

the botanist Carl Linnaeus [1]. He had

the critical insight that the diversity of life

is hierarchically nested in groups that

are each characterized by particular

suites of traits. Animals with hair

(mammals), for example, are a nested

subset of animals with four limbs

(tetrapods). Tetrapods are a nested

subset of animals with vertebrae

(vertebrates). This remarkable insight is

even more astonishing when one

recognizes that it preceded, and in many

ways enabled, the understanding that

this diversity was produced through

evolution by common descent [2].

Evolution explains the process that

gives rise to this nested pattern — the

traits that characterize more inclusive

groups (e.g., the four limbs of tetrapods)

evolved prior to the traits that
characterize more restricted groups

(e.g., the hair of mammals).

Linnaeus sought to bring additional

structure to his nested taxonomy.

His work preceded the concept of

phylogenies — evolutionary trees that

describe the relationships between

organisms — which now provide a

mechanism-based framework for

describing the nested structure of

diversity. He therefore invented ranks —

uniform levels of nesting that he applied

across groups of organisms — to

organize his understanding of diversity.

The original ranks designated by

Linnaeus were kingdom, class, order,

genus and species [1], and others,

including the phylum [3], have been

added since. As phylogenies improve,

some have called for the abandonment

of ranks [4] to avoid implying that

different clades given the same rank,
for instance the phyla Echinodermata

and Mollusca, are somehow equivalent.

Advocates for the continued use of

ranks have argued that they are still

useful organizational aids that help

convey which clades are within others,

but have emphasized that ranks do not

reflect distinct biological patterns or

processes and have called for others to

stop trying to imbue them with biological

significance [5]. Even so, it is still

common in the literature, as exemplified

by a new paper from Levin et al. [6], to

treat ranks as a biological pattern to be

explained rather than as a human-

created organizational aid.

All living animals are now placed in

about 35 animal phyla. For much of their

history, the animal phyla have been the

maximally inclusive groups of animals that

were thought to be monophyletic

(i.e., include all the descendants of their
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Figure 1. Simulated schematic representing the animal phylogeny.
The actual animal phylogeny has millions of tips and millions of internal branches. The most recent
common ancestor of each phylum is designated with a magenta circle. (A) The phylum hypothesis
postulates that the evolutionary processes along the phylum stems (magenta, shown in A only) are
different than along the millions of other branches (black). (B) Previous studies of closely related
species within a phylum found that the evolution of expression is more conserved in mid-development
than early or late development. (C) Levin et al. [9] looked across 10 distantly related species, each from
a different phylum, and found that the evolution of expression was less conserved in mid-development.
They claimed that this is evidence for a unique process that gives rise to phyla. The primary problem
with this conclusion is that their sampling strategy cannot differentiate between evolutionary processes
within phyla, along phylum stems, or along other branches between phyla. The data, therefore, do not
contain any information about the uniqueness of phyla, as the observed differences could have arisen
along any of the green branches.
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most recent common ancestor), but

whose relationships to each other were

difficult to evaluate. This was explicitly

stated by Haeckel [3] when he first

introduced phyla: ‘‘we must therefore be

very careful when determining the size

and content of the individual Phylae, and

prefer to accept rather a larger number of

phyla, which we are each sure represent

organisms of common origin, than a

smaller number of stems which maybe

one or the other are possibly composed of

originally separate stems.’’ Phyla were

therefore established along lines of

phylogenetic uncertainty rather than on

unique properties that differentiate them

from other clades.

There have never been clear objective

criteria for designating a clade as a

phylum [7]. There is, for example, no

known property that is shared by all

echinoderms or all molluscs, both which

have been designated as phyla, and that

would distinguish these clades frommore

or less inclusive clades that aren’t phyla,

such as deuterostomes or bivalves. This

has provoked considerable discussion

about whether the categorization into

phyla says more about the way humans

perceive animal diversity or the biological

processes that generated this diversity

[7–11]. This can be reduced to a testable

empirical question: did an evolutionary

process occur along the 35 stems of the

phyla that is distinct from the evolutionary

changes along the millions of other

branches of the animal phylogeny

(Figure 1A)? Such a significant,

consistent difference can be called the

‘phylum hypothesis’. If there were a

consistent difference, then there would

be a justification for treating phyla as

somehow sharing certain biological

properties. No such properties have been

identified to date, and phyla are very

different from each other in many

respects. Phylum stems, for example,

do not all span the same geological

interval [8], and phyla do not contain

similar numbers of species, varying from

one to more than a million described

species [7].

Despite a lack of evidence, the phylum

hypothesis is often taken for granted.

Animal evolutionary developmental

biology (EvoDevo) in particular has

embraced phyla as real biological entities

to be explained, and much work in the

field seeks to understand the origin of
differences between phyla [10]. This is in

spite of the fact that many interesting

developmental differences exist both at

larger scales and within phyla [12]. There

have been many attempts in EvoDevo to

provide a biological definition for what a

phylum is, but all have been unsuccessful

and circular [7]. For example, a phylum is

often defined as a clade with a ‘unique

body plan’ and a ‘unique body plan’ is

defined as features that are specific to a

phylum [10].

Based on a comparative transcriptome

survey of the development of ten distantly

related animal species, each from a

different phylum, Levin et al. [6] recently

argued that they have found long-sought

biological criteria that objectively define

phyla. Earlier studies of closely related

species of fruit flies [13] and of jawed

animals [14] had found that gene

expression is more conserved at the mid-

phase of development than early and late

in development (Figure 1B). By contrast,

Levin et al. [9] found that between the

representatives of the ten phyla gene

expression is less conserved in the mid-

phase of development than early and late
Current B
in development (Figure 1C), the opposite

of the pattern seen when comparing

closely related species. From this result,

they conclude that the designation of

phyla is biologically justified in that it

corresponds to specific evolutionary

changes in developmental gene

expression. In addition, Levin et al. [9]

conclude that a phylum may be

objectively defined as a collection of

species whose gene expression at the

mid-term phase of development is both

highly-conserved among them, yet

divergent relative to species of a different

phylum.

There are, however, problems with

these conclusions. The biggest problem

is that the data Levin et al. [9] collected,

from a single representative of each of ten

phyla, are not adequate to test this

definition of phyla. With millions of living

species at its tips, the animal phylogeny

has millions of internal branches. Only 35

of these are phylum stems (Figure 1A).

Previous studies focused on closely

related taxa that only captured

evolutionary changes in expression along

branches within phyla (Figure 1B), but
iology 26, R408–R431, May 23, 2016 R425
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were not designed to capture differences

among phyla [13,14]. Levin et al. [9]

sampled one species from each of ten

phyla. Differences between these species

capture evolutionary changes in

expression that have occurred within

phyla, along phylum stems, and along

deeper branches between phyla

(Figure 1C). So while their sampling can

capture changes in expression that occur

along phylum stems, it is not sufficient to

identify which changes are specific to

phylum stems. Much denser species

sampling that at least brackets the root of

each phylum would be needed to identify

such changes and test the phylum

hypothesis.

Another problem is that Levin et al. [9]

relied on pairwise comparisons that

treat each of the ten species as an

independent observation. This is

statistically problematic, as some

sampled species are more closely

related and therefore are expected to be

more similar to each other — they are

not independent observations [15]. As

a result of this phylogenetic structure,

some changes will be over-represented

in pairwise comparisons relative to

other changes. For example, changes

in expression along the branch that

gave rise to bilaterally symmetric

animals (bilaterians) will impact all the

comparisons between bilaterians and

non-bilaterians, even though each of

these changes occurred only once.

Phylogenetic comparative methods,

such as ancestral character state

reconstructions and independent

contrasts [15], address exactly these

issues [16] but were not employed.

Other evolutionary analyses of gene

expression, including the approaches

called ‘phylostratigraphy’ [17], also do

not adequately account for phylogenetic

structure in the data. Not only does

this mislead the analyses that have

been done, it is a lost opportunity to

gain an explicit understanding of the

evolutionary history that led to the

diversity among living species. The lack

of explicit phylogenetic approaches has

become a major problem in EvoDevo

as a whole, not just the analyses of

developmental gene expression. The

evolution of development and gene

expression should be studied with the

same phylogenetic comparative tools

that are used to study the evolution of
R426 Current Biology 26, R408–R431, May 2
other traits [18]. This will avoid well-

known statistical problems and enable

more insightful analyses.

Nonetheless, even if there is not

evidence that these differences are

specific to the origins of phyla, the main

finding of Levin et al. [9] that gene

expression in the mid-phase of

development could be less conserved at

large evolutionary scales than gene

expression early and late in development

is very interesting. As only relatively

close and very distantly related animal

species have been compared so far, the

key for understanding these differences

lies in the extension of the species

sampling to obtain a higher resolution

understanding of which gene expression

changes occurred along which branches

(Figure 1).

After 150 years with phyla at the center

of studies of animal diversity, there is still

no support for the phylum hypothesis.

This lack of support, despite many efforts

to find it, makes it unproductive to

continue to use phyla to frame central

questions in animal evolution and

development. Moreover, the value of all

ranks, including phyla, as organizational

tools has been supplanted by well-

resolved phylogenies that provide

explicit, objective tools for describing

diversity and testing biological

hypotheses across the entire tree of life.

As long as we present animal diversity

with phylum handles, biologists will be

tempted to focus on the handles instead

of the biology at hand. Rather than

continue to seek to explain phyla in the

absence of any evidence that they

originated by distinct evolutionary

processes, we should use general

phylogenetic approaches to trace trait

evolution. This will allow us to describe

and explain changes anywhere in the

phylogeny, not just along 35 of the

millions of branches in the animal tree

of life.
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